Use Case:

Organization Portfolio

Your Improvement
Portfolio
Healthcare organizations that embrace quality improvement are seeking better
outcomes for patients, increases in productivity and efficiency and reduction in
costs. Achieving and sustaining this at any scale requires purpose-built tools,
accurate data and a culture of collaboration and sharing.

Track Everything

Identify Problems

Multiply the Impact

Record every project ever
started and track it throughout
it's journey. Never miss a project
or an update.

Don't let projects stall, identify and
support your team every step of
the way, remove problem areas
fast so projects can thrive.

Maximize the return of successful
projects by easily spreading the
improvement across the organization
to scale up the results.

Celebrate Success

Align with Priorities

When something good happens,
shout about it! Monitor success
with ease, share learnings with your
teams and spread the great work.

Evaluate your organization's QI
output against internal priorities.
Assess which projects are meeting
objectives and which ones need
reviewing.

Promote Consistent
Practice
Improve success rate and accuracy
by deploying consistent practice
across your teams. No more
duplication!

To find out more visit us at:

lifeqisystem.com

Track Everything
Keep on top of your organization's improvement work.
Link all of your projects to the right part of the
organization so you can accurately track improvement
across every corner of the organization.
Monitor trends over time and easily identify the
projects that are excelling and those that have stalled.

Multiply the Impact
Improvement realized in one department is
great, but the benefits shouldn't end there.
Maximize the impact of the proven changes by
adapting and replicating into other parts of the
organization. Use the evidence of successful
change ideas as a template to spread and scale
projects in other parts of the organization,
ensuring you make the most of every proven
change idea.

Create and Assign Tasks

Present Your Findings

Analyze Your Data

Add tasks to set-up your test of change,
assign the relevant people and include
deadlines.

With Life QI you get simple downloads for
images of your diagrams and charts to
include in posters and presentations.

Automated calculation of control limits and
identification of special cause variation get
you to the insights you need.

Get Notified

Data Migration

Define Roles

Stay in control of your organization’s
improvement work by receiving notifications
of when new projects are started, progress
scores are changed and reports are
submitted.

Don't leave your data behind. Life QI can
securely move data from your legacy system
and efficiently manage all of your data in the
same place.

Use roles to define your team members
responsibilities and expertise.
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